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HEATHERS FOREWORD 

 

I have developed a capacity to communicate with the stone circles wherever I go, and to the 

stones individually too, and have come to realise that they all have their specific function 

within that circle, and so they can offer their gifts to whoever comes to see them.  The book 

holds the information I received from these stones, both visual images, and written 

information that will be given in the following pages.   

This circle is definitely a seership type of circle, and the names of many of the stones are 

Seer, Prophecy, Witch and Wizard, and so on.  At the Witches Stone I first got the phrase 

‘owl women chanting’, so, on further looking, I found they originally were a group who tuned 

in at this circle, offering wisdom to others.   

As the entrance to the circle is nearer the west, it seems very appropriate, since the western 

side in the workings of the circle of life, is one of introspection and insights, and the owl 

spirit animal is one of the same qualities, so it would seem extremely appropriate to have 

owl women at work at this site.  Perhaps there are some owl women out there who would like 

to continue where the others left off! 

It is early days for knowing all that this card set can do, but I wanted to get the book 

published, and then more wisdom can be obtained as life progresses, and make it available 

to others, who would like to find this information out too. 

Here is some more technical information about the circle, its measurements and physical 

details, since that is also useful to know 

Long Meg is at map reference number NY571373 and near Langwathby (which means by the 

Long Stone!)  It is a grade 1 circle, measuring 109.4m x 93.0m.  It is a large open circle that 

is flattened, with egg shaped rings, with one outlier of Long Meg. She stands near the one 

entrance that is at the south west, and she has cup and ring markings. and a centre stone.  

Long Meg herself is about 28 tons, of red sandstone, and the circle is not far from the Eden 

River.  She has 3 pronounced markings, being a cup and ring mark, a spiral and some 

concentric circles. 

Long Meg the outlier stands at 223 degrees 4’ from the hypothetical centre of the circle.  This 
alignment fits where the midwinter sun would have set, and may well account for its position 

and height, as its tip would have to be clear of the skyline.  It is near a trackway, in an area 

of large Neolithic occupation.  The high outlier of Long Meg is also advantageously seen at 

a distance long before the other stones, and relevant for Neolithic people. 

The circles in Cumbria are some of the largest in the UK, and are compatible with henge 

ancestry, and Long Meg has some traces of an earthen bank or henge around the stones.  

Circular or flattened circles in Cumberland and early in geometrical development of sites. 

The axe factory in Langdale that was trading at that time was about three days walk away, 

but a central point for all the ancient sites, that were predominantly set around the perimeter 

of the Lake District. 

 

 

 

 

 



HOW TO USE THE BOOK 

 

Ideally it would be best to have all the stones images done as cards, but it was 

a lot of work to do when trying to get my website up and running, so I’ve settled 
on having a book made, and if there are people requesting cards at a later date, 

then I shall consider making some. 

As you look at the images, hold the book in front of you, so the given image of 

interest is hovering near your third eye.  By doing this, and closing your eyes 

at the same time, you can link into the energies of that stone, and hopefully 

receive information from that stone.   

If it does not happen the first time, just keep trying and nothing will be lost by 

doing that.  Maybe it is better for you to visit the site with the book, and try 

tuning in there, so that you have the energies of the stones with you as well as 

the book. 

Have a notebook to jot down anything of significance for you as you link to the 

stones. Try each one, or a chosen few, and see if there is a particular stone or 

group of stones that you link with, and see how their gifts combine together, 

and whether that will help you in your life. 

You can ask specific questions, and write down both the questions and 

answers, so you have a record from that time and any others in due course.  I 

know only too well that I’ve always had to write things down and record them, 
as I only too soon forget things, and then begin to ask the same questions at a 

later date and wonder why I don’t always get an answer, as the spirit world may 
be thinking, ‘she’s asking those questions again, and we told her before’! 
However, spirit are usually very long suffering and will always be patient, 

thankfully! 

Good luck with your endeavours, folks! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE STONES THEMSELVES! 

 

LIGHTHOLDER STONE – no 1 

This is the entrance stone to the west side of Long Meg 

stone circle, and on the northern side of that entrance.  

It is the outer stone of a pair. 

Energy rises up and enfolds the whole circle from here. 

A shaman or wise person working at this site in a 

ceremony would address this stone as it holds a pot of 

energy inside and this would help towards healing or 

divination purposes. 

‘I am a strong stone, and being the outer stone, I keep 
guard on the circle, and stop anything getting in that is 

not of the light.  You could call me a guardian stone. 

I am a protection and I also hold the light for the circle.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

RAINBOW STONE no 2 

This is the other entrance stone on the west side of 

Long Meg stone circle, and is the inner stone of that 

pair of stones. 

Rainbow/multi-coloured light goes out from this 

stone to the centre of the circle. The rainbow is 

sheathed in white light. 

‘The outer stone sends out energy to protect and 
illumine the whole circle, and I send out illumined 

light to the centre of the circle. This shaft of energy 

has allowed the circle to lift up and continuously 

grow more spiritual as time progresses. The rainbow 

is a very ethereal structure, and so will help the land 

and anyone who visits to transform. 

I help to bring wishes true, as by tuning to the 

rainbow helps you to see what can be for you in your 

life, to encourage you to get going! I help towards 

personal and spiritual self-transformation! 

 

 

 

 



WILLOW STONE no 3 

This is the first stone past the entrance stones, going 

clockwise. 

The energies become more apparent at night, as the 

stone collects energies of the moon and stars. 

‘I talk to the stars and link with them. The moon 

regulates life on earth by her phases. If the moon was 

full all the time, there would be too much abundance 

of energy, so we need the phases, and not just of the 

moon. The stars hold many secrets and energies, and 

can communicate many things from the Earth’s past, 
and bring in so much wisdom. 

This energy is held in the large chalice, for anyone to 

link in and find out for themselves. It is there for you 

and anyone else, to understand.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

INSPIRATION STONE no 4 

‘I reach up to the heavens and bring down the light 

into myself, and it gradually reaches out into the 

circle, offering the blessings of clear sight and 

inner knowing towards whatever a person or 

animal may need inspiration for. 

There is a shaft of white light with golden tinges, 

and a diamond inside a bigger diamond, and the 

smaller one radiates light outwards, filling the 

larger diamond with potent energy. This hovers 

and links to the shaft of energy coming down. 

Within the inspiration stone is another small and 

large diamond formation, though conical shaped 

structures emanate from the diamond’s points.  
They emanate energy and are like an Earthier 

version of the higher situated diamond formation 

coming from above. 

A lot of powerful energy consolidated here for 

plenty of inspiration!’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 


